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1. INTRODUCTION 
Assume A, B are mappings of R n ---* R n, ], a, b E R T' or some components of b are infinity, and 
a < b. Denote In, b] = {v E R n : a < v < b} and consider the implicit two-sided obstacle problem: 
find u e B(u)  + [a, b] such that 
(A(u),  v - u) >_ (f ,  v - u), V v • B(u)  + In, b]. (1.1) 
If a = (0 , . . . ,  0) T, b = (+c~, . . . ,  +c~) T, (1.1) reduces into quasi-complementarity problems. If 
a, b are finite vectors, B(x)  = O, Vx  • R n, (1.1) turns into usual two-sided obstacle problem. 
Quasi-variational inequalities arise in many scientific, engineering, or economic problems, see 
[1-3] and the references therein. The implicit two-sided obstacle problem is one of the basic 
quasi-variational inequalities. The Schwarz algorithm is one of the most important methods for 
solving discrete problems of partial differential equations, see [4-8] and the references therein. 
Some authors have studied the Schwarz algorithm for variational inequalities, see [4,5,9-13] for 
examples. The main work of this paper is to extend the Schwarz algorithm to solve an important 
quasi-variational inequality--an implicit two-sided obstacle problem. We have constructed some 
algorithms of this kind and proved the monotonic onvergence of the algorithms. 
In Section 2, we give equivalent systems for (1.1). In Section 3, we define lower (upper) solutions 
of (1.1). Their properties are presented. In Sections 4 and 5, algorithms for the problem are 
proposed. The monotone convergence of these algorithms has been proved. In the last section, 
some numerical tests are given. 
2. EQUIVALENT FORM 
Let P be a projection of R n --* In, b], i.e., 
P(x)  = argmin{] lx -  vH2: v • [a,b]}. 
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It is well known that (for example, see [31) the characteristics of P(x )  are 
(e (x )  - v - P (x ) )  > o, w e [a, hi. 
Define mapping F : R n ---* R n as follows: 
F(u)  = B(u)  + P[u - D(A(u)  - f )  - B(u)], (2.1) 
where D is a diagonM matrix with positive diagonal elements. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. U is a solution of  (1.1) i f  and only i f  u is a fixed point o fF .  
PROOF. Let u be a fixed point of F, i.e., u = F(u) .  It means 
u - B(u)  = P[u - D(A(u)  - f )  - B(u)]. (2.2) 
From properties of projection, (2.2) is equivalent to 
(D(A(u)  - f ) ,  v - (u - S (u ) ) )  >_ O, V v • [a, b]. 
Obviously, the above inequality is equivalent to (1.1). So the proof is completed. 
Denote N = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. It is easy to see (1.1) has the following equivalent form. Find u • R n 
such that 
a + B(u)  < u < b + B(u) ,  
(A(u) - f ) j  = 0, if (a + B(u) ) j  < uj < (b + B(u) ) j ,  
(2.3) 
(A(u)  - fb  >- O, if uj = (a + 
(A(u) - f ) j  <_ O, if uj = (b + B(u) ) j .  
Assume u, v • R n, uj, and vj are the jth component of u and v, respectively. Define 
max{u, v} = (max{u1, Vl},.. . ,  max{un, vn}) T, min{u, v} -- (min{ul, Vl},. . . ,  min{un, vn}) T. 
The following theorem follows easily from (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.2. Problem (1.1) is equivaJent o the following problems. Find u • R n such that 
min{u - (a + B(u)) ,  max{A(u) - f, u - (b + B(u))}} = 0, (2.4) 
max{u - (b + B(u)) ,  min{A(u) - f, u - (a + B(u))}} = 0. (2.5) 
On the existence of the solution of (1.1), see the remark of Theorem 4.1 below. 
3. LOWER (UPPER)  SOLUTIONS AND THEIR  PROPERT IES  
In [4], lower (upper) solutions of explicit obstacle problems are defined. We generalize the 
concepts to the implicit two-sided obstacle problems by using (2.4) and (2.5). If 
min {v - (a + B(v)), max{A(v) - f, v - (b + B(v))}} _< 0, 
then v is called a lower solution of (1.1). If 
max {v - (b + B(v)) ,  min{A(v) - f, v - (a + B(v))}} _> 0, 
then v is called an upper solution of (1.1). The set of lower solutions and upper solutions are 
denoted by $1 and $2, respectively. By Theorem 2.2, we have u • $1 N 82 if u is a solution 
of (1.1). 
In the rest of this paper, we always assume that A and B are continuous, that A is strictly 
T-monotonic, i.e., (A(u) - A(v),  (u -  v) +) >_ 0 for any u, v • R n and the equality holds only if 
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(u -- v) + = 0, where (u - v) + = max{0, u - v}, and that  B is order-preserved, i.e., B(u)  > B(v )  
for any u >_ v, u, v E R n. Some examples and properties of T-monotonic  operator  are discussed 
in [12]. 
We need a lemma in [12] as follows. 
LEMMA A. Assume A is continuous and strictly T-monotonic,  j E N ,  v, w E R n. I f  vj < wj  
and vl >_ wl for any I 7 ~ j ,  then (A(v)) j  <_ (A(w)) j .  
Now we can prove an important  property of lower solutions. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume v 1, v 2 E $1, v = max{v l ,v2} .  Then v E S1. 
PROOF. Denote Q = {i E N : (v - a - B(v)) i  <_ 0}. If  j E Q, then 
min{v - a - B(v) ,  max{A(u)  - f ,  v - b - B(v)}}j  < (v - a - B (v ) ) j  <_ O. 
Hence, we only need to consider N \ Q. If  j E N \ Q, then vj > Ca + B(v) ) j .  Therefore, for any 
j E N \ Q, there exists an index i, i = 1 or i = 2 such that  
(a  > B . 
Hence, (v ~ - a - B (v i ) ) j  > 0 and 
max{A (v i) - f ,  v i - b -  B (v ~)}j _< O, for j E N \ Q. 
Since B is order-preserved, we have for j E N \ Q , 
' < bj + (B (v ' ) ) j  < bj + (B(v) ) j .  Vj -=- Vj _ 
On the other hand, v} = vj, v~ < vl for I ¢ j ,  and Lemma A implies that  
(A(v)) j  - f j  <_ (A (v i ) ) j  - f j  <_ O, for j E N \ Q. 
Summari ly,  we have 
i.e., 
(A(v) - f ) j  <_ O, v~ <_ (B(v)  + b)j, for j E N \ Q, 
max{A(v)  - f ,  v - b - B (v )} j  <_ O, for j E N \ Q. 
Thus, we know v E $1. 
Similarly, we can prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose v 1, v 2 E $2, v = min{v 1, v2}. Then v E $2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume A is coercive and there exists a vector g E R n such that  
B(x)  < g, Vx  e R n. (3.1) 
Then $1 has max imum element. 
PROOF. Consider the following two-sided obstacle problem: 
min{w - a - g, max{A(w) - f ,  w - b - g}} = 0. 
It is well known that  the problem has a unique solution (for example, see [3]). We prove that  w 
is an upper bound of $1. Take v E Sx. Denote Q = {i E N : (v -  a -  Bv)~ < 0}. For i E N \Q,  
we have 
max{A(v)  - f ,  v - b - B(v)}~ _< 0. 
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(A (v ) - f ) i<_O,  v i<_(b+g) i ,  fo r iEN\Q.  
On the other hand, 
v~ < (a + B(v)h  <_ (a + gh < w~ 
Thus, we obtain 
(A(v)  - A(w), (v - w) +) = 
and (v -w)  +=0,  fo r iEQ.  
E ] 
ieQ ~eN\Q] 
E (m(v) - n(w))~(v - w) + 
ieg\Q 
E ( f  - A(w)) i (v  - w) + <_ O. 
ieN\Q 
Therefore, v_  w for anyv  E $1. Let u* = sup{v : v E $1}. Then u* < w. Take sequences 
{v k'i} C $1, v k'i --+ u~(k --* oo), i = 1 , . . . ,n .  Let v k = max{v k'i : 1 <_ i < n}. From 
Proposit ion 3.1, we know v k E $1, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and 
~ * i - -1 ,  .. n. v '~ <v <u i ,  . , 
Lett ing k --+ o¢, we obtain v k --* u*. As v k E $1, we have 
rain {v k -a -  B (vk ) ,max{A (v k) - f ,  v k -b -  B (vk)}} < O. 
Lett ing k --) c~, we have 
min {u* - a - B (u*), max {A (u*) - f ,  u* - b - B (u*)}} _< 0, 
i.e., u* E $1. The proof is completed. 
Similarly, we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose A is coercive and there exists a vector h E R n such that 
B(x)  >_ h, Y x e R n. (3.2) 
Then $2 has a min imum element. 
4. ALGORITHMS BASED ON (2.4) AND $1 
In this section, we discuss iteration algorithms for (1.1), which are based on (2.4).and $1. 
ALGORITHM A. 
Step 1. Choose u ° E $1. k := 0; 
Step 2. Ik := {j E N :  max{A(u k) - f ,  u k - (b+ B(uk) )} j  >_ (u k - a -  B(uk) ) j} ,  
u~+l :=(a+B(uk) ) j ,  for j E Ik. 
Solve the following complementar i ty problem: 
max {A (u k+l) - f ,  u k+l - (b -~- B (tsk)) } N\I• = O; (4.1) 
Step 3. k := k + 1. Go to Step 2. 
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REMARK. The simplest choice for u ° is a solution of the equation u° = a + B(u°). If (3.2) holds, 
then we may take u ° = a + h. 
Let N = N1 t_)... (3 Nm. The following is a Schwarz algorithm for solving (1.1), which can be 
implemented parallely. 
ALGORITHM B. 
Step 1. Chooseu °ES1.  k :=0;  
Step 2. For i = 1 , . . . ,m and j E N \  N~, 
k Zt k'i :~- Uj. 
Parallely solve the following problems: 
k,i (S (u  k) +b)j for j EIk#, Uj :~ 
(4.2) 
max {A (u k#) - f, u k'i - (B (u k) + b)}N~\Ik,~ =0, 
where Ik,i = {j e Ni : max{A(u k) - f ,u  k - b - B(uk)}j > (u k - a - B(uk))j}; 
Step 3. u k+l := max{u k'i, i -- 1 . . . .  , m}; 
Step 4. k := k + 1. Go to Step 2. 
In the above algorithms, at each iteration, complementarity problems are solved parallely. 
Under the conditions of Propositions 3.3 or 3.4, the problems have a unique solution, respectively. 
Below we give an easy but important lemma which is used in the proof of the convergence of
above algorithms. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume a 1, a 2, b 1, b 2 E R. Then 
Imax { a 1 , b ~ } - max { a 2, b2}l < max {]a' - a2], ]b' - b21}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume mapping A is coercive and (3.1) holds. Then the sequence uk generated 
by Algorithm A satisfies u k E S1 and u k monotonically increases, converges to a solution of (1.1). 
PROOF. It follows from u ° E S1 and Step 2 of Algorithm A that 
( z, ,o 
= Z (A(u° ) -A(u l ) ) j (u° -uÀ) ;  <-0" 
jEN\Io 
Hence, u ° < u 1 and B(u 1) >_ B(u°). We now prove u 1 E S1. We have for j E I0 that 
min{u l -a -B(u l ) ,max{A(u l ) -  f, u l -b -B(u l )}} j  <_ (u l -a -B(u l ) ) j  
<_ (u ' -a -B(u° ) ) j=O.  
On the other hand, we have by (4.1) for j E N \ Io that 
mi.  {u' -a -  B (ul),  max {A (~)  - I ,~ 1 -b -  B (~)}} j  
< max{A (u 1) - f ,u  1 -b -  B (u 1)}j 
< max{A (u 1) - f ,u '  - b -  S (u °)}j = O. 
Thus, u 1 E S1. By induction, we obtain 
U k+l ~ U k, U k+l E S1, k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
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From Proposition 3.1, we see that $1 is upper bounded. Thus, {u k+1} has a limit which is 
denoted by u*. 
Now we prove u* is a solution of (1.1). For j E Ik, we have 
min{u k - a -  B (u k) ,max {u k - b -  B (u k) , A (u k) - f } } j 
= (U k - -a -  S (uk) ) j  = (u k -- uk+l ) j .  
For j E N \ Ikm, we have by (4.1) and Lemma 4.1 that 
min{u k - a -  B (uk) , max {u k -- b -  B (uk) , A (u k) - f } } y 
max {u k - b -  B (u k) ,A  (u k) - f } j - max { A (u k+') - f ,  u k+l - b -  B (u k) } j 
max( luk+l - -uk l j , lA (uk+l ) - -A (uk) [ j} .  
Hence, we have for all j E N that 
min {u a -a -  B (uk) ,max{u k -b -  B (uk), A (u k) - f}  }j 
<_ max { lu TM -- ~tklj , IA(u k+i) - -  A (uk) [j } . 
Letting k --+ c~, we obtain 
min{u* - a -  B(u*),  max{u* - b -  B(u*),  A(u*) - f}} = 0, 
i.e., u* is a solution of (2.4). From Theorem 2.2, we know u* is a solution of (1.1). 
REMARK. Since we do not assume a priori the existence of a solution of (1.1), Theorem 4.1 is 
not only a convergence theorem for Algorithm A, but also an existence theorem for (1.1). The 
same is true for the convergence theorem below. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume A is coercive and (3.1) holds. Then the sequence {u k} generated by 
Algorithm B satistles u k E $1 and u k monotonically increases and converges to a solution of (1.1). 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
U k ~ U k'i ~ U k+l, U k+l C S1, 
. ,m,  k=0,1 ,2 ,  . 
If j E Ik,i, then 
min{u k -a -B(uk) ,  max{u k - b - B (uk) , A (u k) - f } } j 
= - a - B (uk) ) j  = - u j j *  
If j 6 Ni \ Ik,im, then by using Lemma 4.1 and (4.2), we have 
min{u k -a -  B (uk),  max {u k -b -  B (uk) , A (u k) - f}  }jl 
= max{u k -b -B(uk) ,  A (u  k ) - f} j -max{u k ' i -b -B(uk) ,  A (u  k ' i ) - f} j  
<_ max {]u k - uk"] , IA (u k) - a (~tk' i) l}j .  
Hence, for all j c Ni, there holds 
min{u k - a - B (uk) , max {u k - b - B (uk) , A (u k) - f } } j 
<_ max {lu k - uk"], [A(u  k) - A (uk" ) ]} j .  
Letting k --+ c~, we obtain 
min{u* -a -B(u* ) ,max{uk-b -B(uk) ,a (uk) - f}} j  =0, fo r jEN i ,  i= l , . . . ,m,  
which means u* is a solution of (2.5) and (1.1). 
REMARK. We may construct algorithms based on (2.5) and $2, which are similar to Algorithms A
and B, respectively. The corresponding convergence theorems can be proved similarly. 
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5. ALGORITHMS BASED ON (2.3) 
The algorithms in the previous section have complementarity problems as subproblems. In 
this section, we construct algorithms in which the subproblems are two-sided obstacle problems. 
ALGORITHM C. 
Step 1. Choose u ° E $1. Let k :-- 0; 
Step 2. For i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, solve parallely the following subproblems: u~" = u~ for j E N \ N~; 
Solve two-sided obstacle problem for j E Ni: 
(a + B (uk) ).i <_ u~ # <_ (b + B (ut:) ) j , 
(A (u  k#) - f ) j  =Oif (a+ B(uk) ) j  < u~ # < (b+ B(uk) ) j ,  
k,,= (a+ B(uk) ) j ,  (A (u "k#) - f)  j > 0 if uj 
(A(u t:#) - f ) j  < 0 if u~ # = (b + B (uk))j ; 
(5.1) 
Step 3. u k+l = max{u k'i, i = 1, . . . ,  m}; 
Step 4. k := k + 1. Go to Step 2. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume A is coercive and (3.1) holds. Denote 
St:,, = {v E Rn : VN\N, = UkN\N~, min {v - a -  B (uk), 
max {v - b - B (uk) ,  A(v)  - f}  },,,, <_ o}.  
Then u k# E Sk,, and u k'' is the maximum element of Sk,~. 
PROOF. It is well known that each two-sided obstacle problem (5.1) has a unique solution 
(see [2,3]). Thus, u k,~ is well defined and u k'i E Sk#. 
Take v E Sk#. Denote Q = {j E Ni : (v - a - B(uk))j < max{v - b - B(uk), A(v) - f}j}. If 
j E Q, then 
vj < (a+ B(ut : ) ) j<u~" .  
If j E Ni \ Q, then 
max{v-b -B(uk) ,  A (v ) -  f} - j  <O, 
i.e., (v - b - B(uk))j <_ O, (A(v) - f)~ <_ O, j E (Ni \ Q). 
By computing, we obtain 
= Z (A(v ) -~(~k#l ) j (v -u~#)2<-0  
j6N~\Q 
Hence, v < u k,i, i.e., u k# is the maximum of Sk,j. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume A is coercive, (3.1) holds, and sequence {u k} is generated by A/go- 
rithm C. Then u k E $1 and monotonically increases and converges to a solution of (1.1). 
PROOF. Since u ° E $1, u ° E So#, and Lemma 5.1, we have u ° < u °,~. If j E N,, then 
min {u °# - a - B (u °#) max {u °'i - b - B (u°'i), A (u °#) - f}  }j 
< ra in  { (u° '  ' - a - B (~o)) ,  m~x {~o,, _ b - B (~o),  A (~0,,) _ S} }j 
~0.  
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If j E N \ N~, then 
min {u °'' - a - B (u°") ,  max {u °'i - b - B (u°") ,  A (u °'') - f}  }j 
= min {u ° - a - B (u°'i), max {u ° - b - B (u°'i), A (u °'i) - f}  }/ 
_<min{u ° -a -B(u° ) ,max{u ° -b -B(u° ) ,A (u  ° ' i ) - f}} j  <0.  
Thus, u °'i E S1, i = 1, . . .  ,m. From Proposition 2.1, we know u 1 E S1. By induction, we obtain 
for k = 1,2 , . . . ,  that 
U k -1  ~__ U k ,  
u k - l<u k - l ' i<b+B(u  k- l)  <b+g,  
Hence, there exists a vector u* E R n such that 
Zt k-1 ~ U*, 
U k E S1 ,  
i=  l , . . . ,m.  
U k-l' i ~ U*~ i = 1,...  ,m. 
Letting k --, c~ in (5.1), we know immediately that u* is a solution of (2.3). Therefore, u* is also 
a solution of (1.1). The proof is completed. 
ALGORITHM D. 
Step 1. Choose u ° E $2. k := 0; 
Step 2. Is the same as that of Step 2 of Algorithm C; 
Step 3. u k+l = min{u k'i : i = 1 , . . . ,m};  
Step 4. k := k + 1. Go to Step 2. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume A is coercive and (3.2) holds. Denote 
{v k max{u- (b+B(u) )  min{A(u) - f ,u - (a+B(u) )}}N >0 } Sk , i  = E R n : VN\N i  =UN\N I ,  , _ . 
Then u k'i E Sk,i and u k'i is the minimum element of Sk,i. 
PROOF. The process of proving is similar to that of Lemma 4.2. 
Similarly, we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume A is coercive, (3.2) holds, and sequence {u k } is produced by Algorithm D. 
Then u k E $2 and u k monotonically decreases and converges to a solution of (1.1). 
The main results here can be easily extended to the case v E [Bx(u), B2(u)] in (1.1), where 
B1, B2 satisfy the conditions imilar to those for B in this paper. 
6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
In this section, we use Algorithms A and B to solve the implicit two-sided obstacle problem 
for the impulse control problem as follows (see [1,14]). Find u E H~(12) such that u <_ M(u)  and 
a(u ,v -u )>( f ,v -u ) ,  Vv E u0l(f~), v<_M(u) ,  (6.1) 
where f~ is a bounded domain in R d with C 2+a boundary 0f2(a > 0), Hol(f~) is Sobolev space, 
f E Ca(~),  and 
M(u(x))  = 1 +inf{u(x +~) :  ~ > 0, z +~ E f~}, Vx E f2, 
a(u, v) = _/o grad u. grad v dx, 
(f, v) = I fv  dx. 
df~ 
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Reference [14] has proved that u E C(~) under more general conditions. Hence, we have (note 
u = 0 on Off) 
M(u(x)) < 1, Vu e H01(f). (6.2) 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if u < v in f ,  then M(u) <_ M(v) in ~, i.e., M(u) is 
order preserved. 
We use a conforming linear finite-element method with n nodes to solve (6.1) and obtain the 
n-dimensional implicit two-sided obstacle problem as follows. Find u E B(u) + ( -~,  0] such that 
(A (u) ,v -u )>( f ,v -u ) ,  VvEB(v)+(-c¢,O]. 
Since A is the finite element approximation of Laplace operator, it is well known A is strictly 
T-monotone and coercive. Similar to (6.2), we have 
B(u) < 1, Vu e V, 
where V E R n is the finite-element odal parameter space. B(u) is obviously order-preserved. 
Therefore, the conditions of the theorem in our paper are satisfied. 
We take ~ -= [0,2] × [0,1], f(xl,x2) = sin(xl)sin(z2). Let the initial u ° = 0 E $1, and 
the stopping criterion I[ min(u - (a + B(u)), max{A(u) - f ,u - (b + B(u)))lloo _< 10 -6. For 
Algorithm B, we take m = 2, f l  = (0, 1 + ~/2) x (0, 1), f2  = (1 - 6/2, 2) × (0, 1). The iteration 
numbers of Algorithms A and B are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. 
The above numerical experiments confirm the convergence ofour algorithms. Table 3 indicates 
the monotone convergence of the algorithm. Compared with Tables 1 and 2, we see that the 
iteration numbers of Algorithm B are almost independent of the mesh size h and are much 
smaller than those of Algorithm A. However, we need inner iteration to solve subproblems in 
each step in Algorithm B. 
Table 1. Iteration numbers of Algorithm A. 
1 1 1 
h 
23 24 25 
k 96 323 1056 
Table 2. Iteration numbers of Algorithm B. 
1 1 1 
6 \ h 2-- ~ 2-- ~ 2- ~ 
0.25 14 13 12 
0.5 7 7 6 
0.75 5 5 5 
Table 3. Iteration solution of Algorithm B for h = 1/24 and ~ --- 0.5. 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
uk(1,0.5) 0.0261 0.0391 0.0418 0.0424 0.0426 0.0426 0.0426 
u k (0.5, 0.25) 0.0126 0.0152 0.0155 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 
Uk(0.5~ 0.75) 0.0188 0.0215 0.0218 0.0219 0.0219 0.0219 0.0219 
uk(1.5, 0.25) 0.0238 0.0255 0.0260 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 0.0261 
uk(1.5, 0.75) 0.0363 0.0380 0.0385 0.0386 0.0386 0.0386 0.0386 
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